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The Reckmann CZ is a below deck mounted hydraulic turning padeye. Its compact design and light weight makes it ideal for all code-0 and light wind furling purposes. Because of the high furling speed, even large sails can be furled very fast. The furler is protected against corrosion and can be mounted in the anchor locker e.g. Reckmann offers a range of stay connectors.
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				CZ-4 in bowsprit
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				Top Swivel TTS

		
						
		        
        In keeping with our staysail furling systems, we offer a range of swivels. In addition to offering various materials (titanium and aluminium) we also provide various connection options.


Further Details.
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				Code Zero Furler For Bowsprit

		
						
		        
        We can also supply the hydraulic code zero furling system in a housing for mounting on a bowsprit for stay loads of SWL=4 t. The furling system is mounted on the outer end of the aluminium or carbon fibre boom.
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				Top-Down-Swivel-Toggle

		
						
		        
        To furl spinnakers with the code zero furling system according to the top-down principle, a freely-rotating ring collar on the lower headstay is necessary. We offer this ring collar mounted on an additional toggle. This means that the ring collar remains on the stay and the sail can be quickly attached and removed.
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				Code Zero Furler For Structural Stays

		
						
		        
        The compact code zero furling systems can also be used for structural stays (forestays). The sail is then attached to the stay using soft hanks. To compensate for stay sag in the sails, these drives are integrated within the deck with a compensatory ball bearing.
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				Custom Connections

		
						
		        
        On request, we can provide tailored solutions for connecting stays and sails. Please get in touch with us.
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Top down furling up to swl=5t


		



We deliver full torsion forestays for top-down furling applications for up to SWL=5t. The stays are aligned with the top swivel and the corresponding toggle on the underside of the stay. We are happy to deliver the stay to you fully fitted. Different connection options:
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	 	 	CZ-8/50	CZ-8/315	CZ-16/160	CZ-16/250	CZ-32	CZ-64
	max. stay load	[t]	8	8	16	16	32	64
	max. speed	[ rpm]	100	100	100	100	100	100
	weight	[kg]	12,2	13,54	42,4	42,4	53,4	71,7
	qmax	[l/min]	5	35	20	30	40	40
	D	[mm]	16	16	28	28	38	45
	W	[mm]	22	22	30,5	30,5	38	45
	G	[mm]	27	27	36	36	46	51
	L	[mm]	-	-	-	-	-	-
	H	[mm]	227	273	344,5	355	400	455
	C	[mm]	52	52	72,5	72,5	84	80
	B	[mm]	119,5	119,5	178	178	209	259
	b	[mm]	81	81	113	113	139	183
	E	[mm]	-	-	-	-	-	-
	article code	[-]	29251	17437	16105	29127	22570	22618
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CZ angled
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	 	 	CZ-4	 	CZ-8/8	CZ-8/12.5
	max. stay load	[t]	4	 	8	8
	max. speed	[rpm]	100	 	100	100
	weight	[kg]	3,8	 	6,8	7
	qmax	[l/min]	8	 	9	15
	D	[mm]	12	 	16	16
	W	[mm]	15	 	22	22
	G	[mm]	17,5	 	24	24
	L	[mm]	238	 	271	274
	H	[mm]	81	 	108	108
	C	[mm]	15	 	24	24
	B	[mm]	86	 	99	99
	b	[mm]	58	 	72	72
	E	[mm]	-	 	-	-
	article code	[-]	18229	 	22760	64610
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CZ - lashing eye
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	 	 	CZ-16TP/160	CZ-32TP
	max. stay load	[t]	16	32
	max. speed	[rpm]	100	100
	weight	[kg]	40,5	55,4
	qmax	[l/min]	20	40
	D	[mm]	45	52
	W	[mm]	40	60
	G	[mm]	-	-
	L	[mm]	-	-
	H	[mm]	344,5	400
	C	[mm]	72,5	84
	B	[mm]	178	209
	b	[mm]	113	139
	E	[mm]	-	-
	article code	[-]	37493	28652
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CZ - for bowsprit assembly
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	 	 	CZ-4/BS
	max. stay load	[t]	4
	max. speed	[rpm]	-
	weight	[kg]	7,3
	qmax	[l/min]	-
	D	[mm]	12
	W	[mm]	15
	G	[mm]	17
	L	[mm]	220
	H	[mm]	177
	C	[mm]	-
	B	[mm]	-
	b	[mm]	-
	E	[mm]	110
	article code	[-]	52785
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